Highline safety feed front
Roughage is the basis of your herd’s rations. This should preferably be supplied in
sufficient quantity and of good quality. Doing so will provide the foundation for a
productive herd.
A cow feeds 3 to 5 hours a day, and does so in 9 to
14 feeding sessions. It is therefore important that
cows feed comfortably and with relish; undisturbed,
with plenty of eating space, with a minimum of
pressure points and without risk to ear tags.

include insemination, pregnancy control or various
treatments. The Spinder Highline self-locking safety
feed front is the feed front with the most extensive
management functions; cleverly designed and
supplied as a standard inclusion.

The feed front gives the farmer/manager a
convenient place to carry out cow management, for
groups as well as individual animals. Activities could

The Highline safety feed front; unsurpassed for
many years. Now also available in an XL version.

The benefits of comfort

H i g h l i n e s a f e t y f e e d f ro n t

The width of the feeding opening allows you to cater to the
size of your animals; for heifers and Jerseys a feeding area
width of 65 cm, for adult HF cows a feeding area width of 70
cm, or 75 cm for large animals (dry cows). The height of the
Highline safety feed front is generous enough to prevent
the animals from getting pressure points or bald spots on
top of the neck.

• A control flap allows you to select and keep certain
individual animals in place.
The Highline safety feed front will last for years because it is
constructed from heavy-duty materials, a 2” bottom tube and
a sturdy top profile. The use of high-quality plastics results
in a very light selection system, which is just about noiseless.

All Highline safety feed fronts have plenty of space above

The feed fronts are available in various lengths, from 2 to 7

and below the head so that the animals can reach their feed

feeding places. The XL gates (more than 4 m long), must be

more easily. In emergency situations, the animals will be able

placed at an angle and have a small central support.

to free themselves via the lower head opening if the upper
head opening can no longer be reached.
The operating mechanism is fully integrated in the upper
profile, making it safe for humans and animals and less sensitive to contamination. With one control lever 20 metres of
feed front can be operated in one operation. The available
functions:
• Normal use of the feed front, cows move freely in and
out of the feed front.
• The animals cannot (yet) reach the feed; the entire feed
front is closed.
• The animals lock themselves in place while feeding; selflocking position, secure.

In addition to the Highline, Spinder also has the self-locking feed
fronts Limoline, Baseline and Openline as part of its range.

• Individual animals can be released from the feed front
with the press of a button.

The Baseline has a size range from calf to cow. The Openline is
particularly suitable for cows with horns.
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